Shantui Bulldozer SD13

Main parameters:
Blade capacity 3.7/3.3CBM
Operating weight: 13700/14900kgs

Main configuration:
Shanghai SC8D143G2B1 engine, 95.5/1900 kw/rpm

Optional parts:
Air condition, Three-shank-ripper

Advantages of Shantui Bulldozer SD13

SHANTUI SD13 dozer equipped Shanghai Diesel SC8DK14363 turbocharged engine, powerful, energy-efficient.

Powershift transmission ensures smooth power shift conversion, in order to achieve fast speed and steering, and the shift to a more flexible exchange

Valve, pump location and reasonable layout, easy maintenance; multi-stage filtration, can effectively ensure the cleanliness of oil, reduce the failure rate of the hydraulic system.

SHANTUI SD13 is the most popular model of China bulldozer.

OUR SERVICE
* Warranty: We supply one year warranty for all the machines we exported, during the warranty, if there is a problem caused by machine quality without improper operation, we will supply the replace genuine parts by DHL to clients freely to keep the machine in high-efficiency work.
* Spare Parts: We have 7 years experience on the machine and spare parts supplying, we are efforts to supply Genuine XCMG spare parts with good prices, quick response and professional service.
Find us for more details